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Lords of the Big Skies and
Wide Plains
By TREVOR SWANSON
Acclaimed by critics and collectors alike, Trevor Swanson is one of the most gifted and
promising wildlife artists in the world today. Coming from a long line of talented artists, Trevor
is a brilliant example of inspired talent passing from one generation to another. Trevor started
painting at a very young age. Almost intuitively, he acquired an appreciation for the realism
detail and value systems essential to wildlife rendering. Through patient study, he further
mastered the technical skills needed to create truly outstanding works of art.
An avid outdoorsman, Trevor never goes far without a camera
or sketch pad. Trevor has traveled extensively throughout
North America, Europe and Africa. His intense desire to
capture rare and beautiful moments in nature has taken him to
the extremes of geography. This includes the highest cliffs of
Canada, the hottest deserts of Mexico and the deepest
swamplands of Africa.
Trevor Swanson makes his home on Phoenix Arizona.

Print on Canvas – 26” x 32” - framed
$ 500
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Set of 6
Derek DeYoung Pilsner Glasses
By DEREK DEYOUNG
In his artwork, Derek DeYoung combines his two passions, painting and fishing. The result
is a visual celebration of trout. DeYoung is constantly pushing the limits by painting fish in
beautiful and cutting-edge ways. His work has veered off from the traditional fish illustration
style, placing more importance on using a unique style and palette rather than painting a fish
to look photo realistic.
The Pilsner Glasses are an extension to DeYoung’s is artwork.
."
Derek and his wife Janell lived in Livingston, Montana
for many years, but recently moved to Michigan and
spending the winter months in the sun belt.

Set of 6 Derek DeYoung Pilsner Glasses
$ 170
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Float Fishing – Two Day Fishing and Two
Nights Lodging
DAVE BLOOM OUTFITTING
Your host Dave Bloom was born and raised in Great
Falls and has spent his life fishing the waters of
southwest Montana. He began his guiding career in
1985 on the Henry’s Fork, the South Fork of the Snake
and the Teton in Idaho. In 1995, he moved closer to
home when he guided on the famous Montana rivers
around Yellowstone Park.
In 2001 Dave returned to his home waters of the
Missouri. Dave is recognized as one of the most
experienced outfitters on the Missouri River.

Trout Montana Fly Shop & Motel
Trout Montana is located in Cascade, Montana,
adjacent to the Missouri River.
Mike Bushly as joint owner of Trout Montana was
born and raised in Great Falls. His family has
ranched in the Judith River valley, Montana since
the 1800’s. Mike cut his teeth fishing the Judith
on the family ranch, and soon turned his attention
to the Missouri. Mike has a lifetime of experience
on the Mo. You simply will not find a more
knowledgeable angler willing to share his
experience, advice and a few laughs

Missouri River Float Fishing – Two Day Fishing
and Two Nights Lodging
$ 2,000
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River Float
Trip One Day - Two
Boats, 4 Anglers
DAVE BROWN
Since 1988 Dave Brown has guided fly
fishermen on Bow River, southern British
Columbia and Alberta renowned rivers.
Dave also was instrumental in developing
a cast & blast program in which clients
would target large, pre-spawn Bow River
Brown Trout for several days and then
head out onto the prairies to hunt game
birds. The program has been very
successful.
During the off-season Dave is busy
training dogs, tying flies, attending
Sportsman's shows, fly-fishing for Bass
and searching for more wing shooting venues.
At the end of the day Dave prides himself on being an Outfitter's Outfitter and a Guide's Guide,
he is a "hands on" Operator, his enthusiasm, experience and knowledge of fly-fishing are
second to none.

Bow River Float Trip - Two Boats, 4 people
$1,200
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Chasers
Bow River Float
Trip One Day–
Two Anglers
MATT CHATANI
Trout Chasers River Company Ltd. is
owned and operated by Dee & Sherri Chatani.
Based in Calgary and offering guided fly fishing
float trips on the lower Bow River for 30 years.
Dee began fly fishing the Bow River in 1978 and
in 1988 he began guiding anglers full time
You can be certain not to find either Dee at
home during the season. Every spare moment is
spent fishing the Bow. Dee’s intimate
knowledge of the river's constantly changing
moods helps to ensure that every day spent on
the Bow is truly a memorable one.
Dee is a founding director of Bow River Trout Foundation

Bow River Float Trip One Day–
Two Anglers
$650
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of Steelhead and Bow
River Flies
AARON CALDWELL
Feather and Forge Fly Co.
Aaron Caldwell grew up in Cape Breton. Other than a few
encounters with bass and pike fishing he was not exposed to
fly-fishing until moving to Alberta and fishing on the Bow
River. Arron started his guiding career with Fish Tales Fly Shop
in 2005 and worked there for almost 10 years before moving to
Terrace BC. He now has his own outfitting business Feather
Forge Fly Company.
Each year Aaron guides for spring steelhead Terrace, BC,
moving on to summer chinook fishing on the Skeena before
guiding on the Bow River and Elk River in BC. After which he
will travel north to spend his fall at Babine Norlakes Steelhead
Camp.
Aaron is an inspired fly-tier who especially enjoys tying steelhead and Atlantic Salmon
patterns, Aaron is well-versed in traditional and synthetic materials and is a wonderful
resource for tiers of all skill sets.

Selection of Steelhead and Bow River Flies
$ 100
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Rise Reel 9/10 wt.
The all new RISE continues our ongoing
quest to think beyond the bounds of traditional reel designs. It features a
u-shaped large-arbor and a compact carbon fiber drag system that offers
smooth fish stopping torque. Lightweight design shows through in the
modern aesthetic of the RISE, and thoughtful details like twin molded
soft-touch handles and oversized drag knob help the reel perform in the
hands of any angler.

Donation By David Sewell - On Stream Service
David Sewell has been guiding on the Bow and other Southern Alberta rivers
since 1984. Bringing along his dry Welsh sense of humor to a day on the Bow
River.
David is recognized as an outstanding Bow River Guide and fly tier not only with
several unique flies for the Bow River but also for steelhead and saltwater flies.

Redington Rise Reel 9/10 weight
$ 330
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White River Fly
Rod (9' 6wt),
Real and fly
line package

The White River Fly Shop® 270º Fly Rod fast-dampening HM85 carbon
graphite has plenty of feel to load short but is deceptively powerful when you
romp on it. You'll have to cast these sticks to believe them. Fast-dampening
HM85 carbon graphite blank.
The White River Fly Shop® Kingfisher Fly Reel has an anodized finish
and is our smoothest and lightest reel ever! A sealed, 9-washer drag system
assisted by a 1-way bearing allows consistent and precise drag settings and
provides protection from the elements. The spool and chassis are machined from
cold-forged 6061 T6 aluminum for maximum rigidity for its open-frame design.
In all, it's a superb reel at an amazing price!

BassPro White River Fly Rod (9' 6wt), Real and
fly line package
$450
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Renegade Guide Service
Bow River Float Trip One Day–
Two Anglers

Renegade Guide Service- Bow River Float Trip
$ 650
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“Cows Also”
Watercolor
By Paul Rasporich
Paul Rasporich
Paul Rasporich was born in Winnipeg,
Manitoba, grew up in Calgary and has
lived the majority of his 53 years in the
Calgary area. Paul was introduced to
fishing at a very early age by his
grandfather in Thunder Bay Ontario.
He learned to river fish on the Bow
River at the bend in Bowness near
Montgomery Flats. Paul graduated from the Alberta College of Art with a diploma
in Visual Communications in 1986, followed by a teaching degree in 2000.

“Cows Also” Watercolor (9” x 12”)
$300
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THE “ALL NEW”
SAGE X ROD
Donated by Sage & Ruben
Breitkreutz
RGB Sales & Associates
The X rod’s all-new fast action taper built with our Konnetic HD Technology
delivers greater blank recovery and a crisper tip stop - creating tighter, more
efficient loops throughout all ranges of casting styles. This taper allows you to dig
deeper into the rod and access the lower sections, shifting power closer to the
angler. Decreased lateral and medial movement and vibrations in the blank result
in a more accurate and efficient presentation, resulting in a performance driven,
forgiving fast action blank - refining the synergy between angler, rod, line, and
fly.

Sage X 9 ft.–4 wt. Fly Rod
$ 1,200
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THE LT REEL
COMBINATION
Donated by Sage & Ruben Breitkreutz
RGB Sales & Associates
The SPECTRUM LT reel brings a sophisticated, highperformance drag system to an ultra-light rigid frame. The One Revolution Drag
Knob offers quick and precise drag settings and provides the kind of power and
smoothness you’d expect from a large traditional drag system, only without the
bulk or weight.

Sage Spectrum LT Reel + Rio Fly Line
$ 500
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Donated by Sage & Ruben
Breitkreutz
RGB Sales & Associates
The RIO Gold Fly Line has a taper design that gives incredible loop stability at
distance and a front taper that delivers perfect presentation. The ultra-low stretch
Connect Core provides groundbreaking levels of sensitivity for intuitively better
cast timing, easier line lift and sharp, precise mends. Lack of stretch also means
enhanced detection of subtle takes and faster reaction time when setting the
hook. The long head is ideal for the river fly fisher, and for controlling the fly at
range.

Rio Products – Trout Servies Gold Fly Ine WF6F
$ 100
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Two Nights for Two at
Tinhorn Creek Vineyard
Guest House
Donated by Tinhorn Creek Vineyards
Tinhorn Creek Vineyard
Tinhorn Creek Vineyards was founded by Kenn
and Sandra Oldfield and Bob and Barb
Shaunessy in 1993. Located just south of Oliver
BC, in the famed Golden Mile Bench winegrowing district. As the number one winery
destination evoking classic south Okanagan
terroir, Tinhorn Creek proudly offers 100%
estate grown wines, growing grapes on both the
Black Sage and Golden Mile Benches.
Tinhorn Creek offers an unrivalled visitor experience including a summer concert series,
Miradoro Restaurant, self-guided tour and wines that rank among the best in the world.

Two Nights in Tinhorn Creek Vineyard Cottage
$750
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Assorted Flies for Alberta
Waters
Donated by

Hook & Hackle Assorted Flies for Alberta Waters
$ 250
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Out

Bow River
Float and/ or Walk & Wade Two Day
Trips
Taken either as individual days or two
boats the same day.
Josh Nugent

Out Fly Fishing Outfitters Ltd is a leading provider of
professionally guided fly fishing trips on the world-famous
Bow River
The Lower Bow River is a trophy trout fishery comprised
exclusively of strong and healthy wild fish and holds some
of the biggest and strongest river run Rainbow and Brown
trout you will ever hope to hook.
We are very fortunate to have very experienced guides who
have not only put in their time on these systems but also
many other regions across Canada. Guided fly fishing trips
should be the experience of a lifetime and Out Fly Fishing Outfitters strives to make sure that
each of our guests feels this way after a day O.F.F with us!

OFF Bow River Float Trip One Day– Two Anglers
$1,300
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Red Deer
River Float Trip
One Day– Two Anglers
Donated by Tony Sankovic
The Red Deer River is renowned in
fishing circles for the beautiful Brown
Trout and the sqwalla stonefly hatch.
The best time to fish this hatch is from the May Long weekend into the
middle of June. Take a drift boat trip down the Red Deer River with
Tony Sankovic a local angler. His extensive knowledge of the river,
its hatches and its fish will assure an enjoyable day

Red Deer River Float Trip
$ 650
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AMPLITUDE
MAX
Half Size Heavy Line
WF-5-F
Donated by
Pro Line Sports
The first series of lines to feature the revolutionary AST PLUS slickness additive,
the Amplitude series will shoot farther and last longer than any other line on the
market. It’s slickness down to a science.
Built a half-size heavy, the MPX has been redesigned with more mass
toward the front of the head. The power is still there, only with an
added bit of finesse.
The Max is well suited to fishing the Bow River

SA Amplitude MAX Fly Line WF-5-F
$ 150

8

AMPLITUDE
TROUT
Freshwater Fly
Line WF-5-F
Donated by
Pro Line Sports

The first series of lines to feature the revolutionary AST PLUS slickness additive,
the Amplitude will shoot farther and last longer than any other line on the
market. It’s slickness down to a science.
Fly fishing for trout has never been so smooth, especially with a triple-textured
line. ever made and will last over 8 times longer than other lines on the market.
Built for precise presentations and those who love dry flies, the
Amplitude Trout is a game changer on any stream, anywhere.
Well suited to the demands of accurate casting to Bow River Trout

SA Amplitude TROUT Fly Line WF-5-F
$ 150
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Engraved Bow River Trout
Hunting Knife
Donated by Roy Spanogol
Roy hales from Texas and has spent his working career in the ministers both in
and around San Antonio and more recently in Calgary. Roy is an avid hunter,
sporting clay instructor and more recently a fly fishing enthusiast. Since
retirement he has developed a passion for custom designed knife and scabbard
design

Engraved BRT Hunting Knife
$ 250
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Selection of
Pike Flies
By Sean Britt
Sean Britt is an environmental engineer with a
passion for the Bow River fishery and a love of
pike fly fishing. His pattern will catch you fish.
Sean’s article “Bow River Reboot” is featured in
the fall issue of Fly Fisherman magazine. An
excellent overview of the recovery of the Bow
River following the 2013 flood.

Selection of Pike Flies
$ 250
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"Osprey Flight"
Print on Canvas
16" x 20"
Donated by Barry White
Barry White, owner of Bow River
Anglers is the biggest character on the
water. Larger than life and with a
twinkle in his eye Barry will make
anyone comfortable – novice or veteran angler.
Barry was one of the first fly fishermen to offer
guided float trips on the Bow Rivers. Not only an
accomplished angler but a superb photographer.
His photographs capture the beauty of the river
and its wildlife.

"Osprey Flight" - Print on Canvas 16" x 20"
$250
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"Osprey "
Print on Canvas
20" x 16”
Donated by Barry White
Barry White, owner of Bow River Anglers is the biggest character on the
water. Larger than life and with a twinkle in his eye Barry will make anyone
comfortable – novice or veteran angler.
Barry was one of the first fly fishermen to offer
guided float trips on the Bow Rivers. Not only an
accomplished angler but a superb photographer.
His photographs capture the beauty of the river
and its wildlife.

"Osprey" - Print on Canvas 20" x 16"
$250
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Domaine de la
Charbonniere
Vielles Vignes
Chateauneuf du
Pape 2015

Donated By
Showing the most depth and richness of the three single vineyards, the 2015
Châteauneuf du Pape Vieilles Vignes comes mostly from the La Crau lieu dit
(there’s a small amount from the Cristia vineyard) and is full-bodied, beautifully
concentrated and textured, with classic Vieilles Vignes masculine notes of dark
fruits, ground herbs, licorice and crushed rock. I normally find this cuvée to have
a touch of austerity and firmness in its youth, but this beauty has sweet, polished
tannin and terrific purity of fruit. I suspect it will be approachable in its youth as
well, but capable of lasting for two decades.
Rating:92-94

Domaine de la Charbonniere Vielles Vignes
Chateauneuf du Pape 2015
$ 150
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Torre Brunello di
Montalcino 2011
Donated by
If you are an enthusiast of classic, streamlined and
traditional Sangiovese, the La Torre 2012 Brunello di Montalcino is a heartfelt
homecoming. That steady and studious approach has yielded impressive results
in this hot growing season. The wine's success speaks to the understanding and
experience of the vineyard and winery teams that created this beauty. Like other
wines from the vintage, this expression opens to a dark and saturated color. The
fruit is bold and succulent, but La Torre delivers that characteristic acidic kick
that gets our attention and keeps our taste buds activated.
Rating: 94+

Torre Brunello di Montalcino 2012 - 1500 ml.
- $150
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Selection of Tinhorn Creek
Wines
Donated by
Tinhorn Creek Oldfield Series Pinot Noir - 2011
Tinhorn Creek Oldfield Series – Merlot – 2012
Tinhorn Creek Gewurztraminer – 2016
Tinhorn Creek Cabernet Franc – 2015
Selection of Tinhorn Creek Wines
$ 150
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Bow River Float Trip
One Day– Two Anglers

Donated by:

KEVIN PETERSON
Kevin has been guiding fly fishing on the Bow River for more than 20 years.
In late August Kevin moves to British Columbia to follow his other passions
steelhead fishing and guiding west coast rivers.
Therefore, the Bow River guided trip must be completed by August
20, 2019.
Book early to assure dates are available

Trout Farmer - Bow River Float Trip One Day–
Two Anglers
$650

Complete1
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Bow River Float Trip
One Day– Two Anglers
Donated by:

TERRY JOHNSON, REEL ADVENTURES
Terry has been a mainstay to guiding on the Bow River since
1999. He works for Fish Tales Fly Shop for the majority of the year, either on the
river or in the shop during the “off-season”.
Terry has been integral to developing the Cuba Flats Fishing business. His levelheadedness, easy-going nature and constant sense of humor helps lighten the day

Terry Johnson - Bow River Float Trip One Day–
Two Anglers
$650
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Donated by:

RUSSELL THORNBERRY
Russel is out keynote speaker for the evening.
Russell Thornberry wears many different hats in a variety of roles that
combine for a most unique and interesting life. He is a renowned author and
master storyteller, a gifted songwriter and singer, a seasoned television
personality and a professional outdoorsman
Russell is well known for his unique collectable knives. We are very pleased to his
donation at our auction

RTO - Ornate Hunting Knife
$ 600
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Acrylic
on Canvas
10
3 x 36"
24"
Donated by:

VICTORIA NOBLE

Acrylic on Canvas 24" x 36"
$ 350
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Crane
10
3
Acrylic
on Canvas
12" x 36"
Donated by:

VICTORIA NOBLE

Crane Acrylic on Canvas 12" x 36"
$ 350
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Headwaters Seismic Package
$ 5,000
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Hanson’ Fly Shop -Boot Camp
$ 350
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West Coast Design
Wood Carving
Donated by:

COURT MACKID

Court Mackid Wood Carving
$ 200
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Loop Q Fly Rod
9' – 5 wt.
Our primary objective with the Q series was
to design a high-performance fly rods that
suit a range of angling abilities.
The series has been developed to offer user -friendly casting
performance , both in the hands of a novice caster beginning their
fly-fishing journey, right through to an expert angler looking for a
superior value for money fly rod, Q will simply perform.

Loop Q Fly Rod 9' – 5 wt.
$ 275
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Rod & Reel
Travel Bag

Donated by:
Alan Youell

On The Water Fly Fishing provides fly fishing travel booking services and local fly
fishing experiences. With years of industry experience will make your fly-fishing
travel dreams a reality.

Rod & Reel Travel Bag
$ 100
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Selection of
Alberta Flies
Donated by:
Alan Youell

On The Water Fly Fishing provides fly fishing travel booking services and local fly
fishing experiences. With years of industry experience will make your fly-fishing
travel dreams a reality.

Selection of Alberta Flies
$ 100
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Set of 4
Custom
Painted
Coffee Mugs
Donated by:
Courtney Neal
Born and raised in Calgary, Courtney developed a rich, enduring fascination with
the natural world through childhood exploration of the parks and rivers in the
heart of the city. Back then, she was fly angler at heart who just hadn't yet cast a
line. That changed in 2008 with a little encouragement, a borrowed rod and reel,
and a tiny cutthroat trout willing to eat a #8 Fat Albert.
Courtney's passion as a painter is starting to be recognized locally. We are
pleased to have her original painting on the Yeti Coffee Cups.

Set of 4 Custom Painted Coffee Mugs
$ 350

30

Bow
10 River Flies – The
3
Guide’s
Choice

Donated by: Mike Mailey
Mike has been tying Bow River flies for 30 years. As a guide his clients have
benefited by using is unique fly patterns. The selection of flies will do the same
for you.

Bow River Flies – The Guide’s Choice
$ 200
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Earl’s Restaurant
Dinner for 6
Donated by: Earl’s Westhills
Eat a little. Eat a lot.
Lunch, Dinner or Late Night. Earl’s menu is diverse, interesting, and full of
flavor. Whether you’re here midweek for a quick business lunch, or on Friday
night for drinks and dinner with friends; we’ve created a menu that caters to
those occasions and moods.
Our menu is inspired by the world around us - both near and far. From chefs in
London, to farmers in our local regions - our partners and inspirations inform
our choices and our offer to you.
Earl’s will supply 3 bottles of House wine with the meal

Earl’s Restaurant Dinner for 6 $500
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West Coast Design
Wood Carving
Donated by:

COURT MACKID

Court Mackid Wood Carving
$ 200
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Loop Q Fly Rod
9' – 5 wt.
Our primary objective with the Q series was
to design a high-performance fly rods that
suit a range of angling abilities.
The series has been developed to offer user -friendly casting
performance , both in the hands of a novice caster beginning their
fly-fishing journey, right through to an expert angler looking for a
superior value for money fly rod, Q will simply perform.

Loop Q Fly Rod 9' – 5 wt.
$ 275
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Rod

& Reel
Travel Bag

Donated by:
Alan Youell

On The Water Fly Fishing provides fly fishing travel booking services and local fly
fishing experiences. With years of industry experience will make your fly-fishing
travel dreams a reality.

Rod & Reel Travel Bag
$ 100
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Selection of
Alberta Flies
Donated by:
Alan Youell

On The Water Fly Fishing provides fly fishing travel booking services and local fly
fishing experiences. With years of industry experience will make your fly-fishing
travel dreams a reality.

Selection of Alberta Flies
$ 100
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Set

of 4
Custom
Painted
Coffee Mugs
Donated by:
Courtney Neal
Born and raised in Calgary, Courtney developed a rich, enduring fascination with
the natural world through childhood exploration of the parks and rivers in the
heart of the city. Back then, she was fly angler at heart who just hadn't yet cast a
line. That changed in 2008 with a little encouragement, a borrowed rod and reel,
and a tiny cutthroat trout willing to eat a #8 Fat Albert.
Courtney's passion as a painter is starting to be recognized locally. We are
pleased to have her original painting on the Yeti Coffee Cups.

Set of 4 Custom Painted Coffee Mugs
$ 350
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An assortment of Salt
Water Flies – Box 2
Donated by: Ray Rowland
Ray Rowland is a passionate angler who has supported both Bow River Trout
Foundation and many local Calgary charities. His love of saltwater shows in his
fly tying.
We are very fortunate to have his creations at our Blue Ribbon Bow Dinner.

An assortment of Salt Water Flies – Box 2
$ 350
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An assortment of Salt
Water Flies
Box - 1
Donated by: Ray Rowland
Ray Rowland is a passionate angler who has supported both Bow River Trout
Foundation and many local Calgary charities. His love of saltwater shows in his
fly tying.
We are very fortunate to have his creations at our Blue Ribbon Bow Dinner.

An assortment of Salt Water Flies – Box 1
$ 350
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Bow
10 River Flies – The
3
Guide’s
Choice

Donated by: Mike Mailey
Mike has been tying Bow River flies for 30 years. As a guide his clients have
benefited by using is unique fly patterns. The selection of flies will do the same
for you.

Bow River Flies – The Guide’s Choice
$ 200
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Mountain Glory
Acrylic on Canvas
Donated By: Amber Ernst
.
Amber Ernst is a Calgary artist and teacher with the Calgary Board of Education.
She has degrees in Fine Arts and Education from the University of Calgary.
Amber specializes in interpretation of mountain nature and has been producing a
variety of art for the past 10 years.

Amber Ernst Acrylic on Canvas - 16” x 20”
$ 300
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Leaping
Rainbow
By Mike Stidham
Donated by: Fish Tales Fly Shop
Mike Stidham is famous for his fishing genre. He lives in Utah and is still
painting. This rare piece is number 10/45 artist proof.
Size: Frame - 20" wide x 23.50" high. Visible art - 11.5" wide x 15.5" high
Nice addition to anyone's house or office

Leaping Rainbow by Mike Stidham
$500
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Simms
Waders &
Boots Package
Gift Certificate
Donated by
Simms Fishing Company

Simms Flyfishing Gift Certificate
$500

13

Patagonia Rio Azul
Waders
Donated by:
Iron Bow Fly Shop

Patagonia Rio Azul Waters are made from durable 4-layer H2No® Performance
Standard fabric, our Rio Azul Waders offer lightweight waterproof/breathable
performance for the minimalist angler.

Changeable in size at Iron Bow Fly Shop
Patagonia Rio Azul Waders
$390
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Four Flames
Tickets
Donated by: Ben Rogers
Four Flames Tickets - $ 1,200 ???

)
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Lamson
Speedster
2.0 Fly Fishing
Reel (5 - 6 Wt.)
Donated by:
Waterworks-Lamson
Scott Baker-McGarva
A super-high retrieve rate reel, the Speedster features a narrower spool, inboard
mounted handle, and an outer diameter significantly larger than our highest
performing reels. The narrow spool prevents line barreling, while the inboard
handle and added circumference improve retrieve rate. Rev these features up
with our classic Waterworks-Lamson styling and attention to detail—plus our
time-tested, maintenance-free drag system—and you have what the name
implies: a hot rod of a reel.

Lamson Speedster 2.0 Fly Fishing Reel
$430
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Columbia River Fly Fishing
Package – Two Guided Days /
2 Boats
Donated by: Freestone Fly Company
Targeting pre-spawn and non-spawning large native, redband rainbows
throughout the 25-mile section of the river above the Washington state border.
The fish average about 18” and often exceed 20”. Preferred method this time of
year is swinging and ‘bouncing” nymphs as well as stripping streamers. Some dry
fly is available as mayflies, ants and sometimes cicadas are prevalent on the
warmer and low-pressure days.

Columbia River Fly Fishing Package – Two
Guided Days / 2 Boats
$2,900

